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Structure fires crisis mitigation, prevention and
protection

“HIGH RISE BUILDINGS FIRES” SCENARIO

High-rises contain a wide variety of occupancies including assisted
living facilities, hospitals, business offices, apartments/condominium
units, and hotels. Common features in such buildings include:
community rooms, restaurants, gymnasiums, swimming pools,
parking garages, trash rooms and chutes, compactors, dumpsters,
and mercantile occupancies.
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Training of Command & control
organizations (multi-level, crossagency and/or Cross-border)

Typically, these areas/rooms are located on the lower floors.
Restaurants, bars, or clubs may also be located on the top floor of any
high-rise. Depending on the occupancy, personnel may encounter a
floor with many compartments, or in the case of an office setting,
several thousand square meters of open area with cubicle
workstations.

Furthermore, if the high-rise building is typically as a block of flats and
compartments, there will be always a danger of what people living
such compartment can leave in the basement. During basement fires
we can suppose even gas cylinders or old tires which can produce
either explosion hazard or a lot of toxic gases. In such high-rise
buildings, international fire statistics indicate that thebasement fires
should be of great interest both for emergency planning as well as for
trainings of fire service responders.
Due to their height, high-rise building are beyond the reach of aerial
apparatus.
Further, there is the potential for stack effect, reverse stack effect, and
stratification related to the movement of smoke and heated gases.
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Personnel must be aware of the time needed to assess
the situation upon arrival of the first units, gather
information from the annunciator panel or fire control
room and building personnel, identify and confirm fire
floor, proceed to that floor, locate the fire on the floor,
and prepare to operate.
The operational plan for high-rise fires must consist
of five basic points:
1. Determine fire floor.
2. Verify fire floor.
3. Control occupants.
4. Control of building systems.
5. Confine and extinguish the fire.
Each of these five issues must be considered in advance
and planned in order to avoid lack of organisation and
mess on the field of operations.
And this requires time to train firefighters, before the
outbreak of a high rise fire.
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Focus areas
SELECTED FOR THE WORKSHOP
CRISIS MITIGATION ON SITE & SAR
Training & Exercices

Situation Assessment

Coordination Command & Control
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Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
➢ The procedures have to respond to the need
to know the facility for the firefighters. This
knowledge has to contain from the way to
access to the high-rise building to the little
details of building that could be important just
in case of fire. To know the building, the best
way is visiting the building in real.

Training & Exercices

➢ Starting with SOP (Standard Operating
Procedures) that have to be flexible and
focusing to the goals of the incident.

➢ The aim is to increase the global awareness of
firefighters in a major emergencies and the
knowledge of the different facilities where it
could happen. From the point of view of the
experts, it would be a good solution if the
owners must pay and do exercises regularly
and this have to involve different agencies to
increase the trust between them.
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PERSONNEL
Unmanaged press could be a problem in an incident, as a source of
misinformation and extra pressure. Because of this, it could be a good
practice training to manage the journalists. Establish a fixed press
information area outside the building assign a fire Officer as official
spokesman to keep press informed.
Controllers/evaluators should be evaluating what works and what doesn´t
during the exercise with a check-list, and assessors/experts with a more
open view, who should be also supervising and analysing the way to do
exercises. They are key roles for later adding or changing training, exercises
and operational procedures, when necessary. They must have guidelines to

Training & Exercices

describe their function and the operating method.
Other possible actors to involve in exercises:
•
•
•
•

safety officer, who should watch over in compliance safety
regulations the exercises
Police, EMS representative, ecc.
actors in the role of the victims,
politicians and journalist participation has to be handled, in a
separate part of the exercise.

Not only should the firefighters from the closer station be involved in
training/visits/drills/exercicing, but also the one’s that will help them in a
major incident should be involved in part of these process.
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EQUIPMENT, TOOLS & TECHNOLOGIES
➢ To improve the response and to get a better feedback of the
exercises and drills, it would need a camera team in order to film
the reality of the manoeuvres. It helps identifying the gaps
between the reality and the perception of the firefighters.
➢ In case of incident, this tool is essential for the safety and the
success of firefighter’s operations.
➢ The experts identified another little solution to a logistic issue that
could appear such a chariot or cart already in the high-rise to
move the material.

Training & Exercices

➢ The experts identified as a good practice that the elevators of all
buildings in the city had the same key, since they had the key to
control it and they hadn’t lost time searching for the responsible of
the building.

➢ Another opportunity identified were the prevention measures
such a technical floor, special and dedicated pumps, dry columns,
rollers and ropes to carry the material, furthermore, they locked as
a good solution the positive pressure to control the smoke
movement.
➢ Use virtual reality trainings and simulators to improve fire and
rescues techniques and other skills
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LOGISTICS
LOGISTICS

PROCEDURES &
ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS

➢Sharing information in advance
➢Representation of information

➢Handover information from the scene

Situation
Assessment

➢Extraction information, detectors
➢Establish staff
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PERSONNEL

EQUIPMENT,
TOOLS &
TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Maps

➢Safety officer of building
➢Fire engineer
➢Information officer

Situation
Assessment

➢Affected people building
➢Command and control
centre (ACP and CP)
➢Staff

➢ Tablets
➢ Handbooks
➢ Communication
tools

➢ Special solutions
➢ Drones
➢ Helicopters
➢ Detectors
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Coordination Command & Control &
PROCEDURES &
Prepare Civil-Military Cooperation
ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS

LOGISTICS

LOGISTICS

➢ Involving public in risk preparations (acculturation)
•

Procedures

•

Evacuation training

➢ People participation in:

Coordination
Command & Control

•

Elaboration of the safety organization

•

Exercises

➢ Improve safety habits (inform the building manager in case of safety problems)
➢ Check compliance with safety rules
➢ Alert fire fighters and public services (standardization of a special phone line)
➢ Staff management (emergency team if it exist) for all the tasks needed to:
•

Keep the fire into its original box,

•

Make a first response (attack),

•

Welcome and guide the fire fighters,

•

Help the fire fighters in moving equipment to the ACP and all the
related tasks

➢ Improve global knowledge about High Rise Buildings
➢ Standardization of procedures
➢ Facilitation the relocation of the inhabitants
➢ Implementation a safety zone
➢ Imposition of a regular control of the buildings
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PERSONNEL

EQUIPMENT, TOOLS &
TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Coloured jackets, stickers on the
doors (helping First responder
during the action - evacuation)

➢ Public and inhabitants could
be involved in risk

Coordination
Command & Control

preparation and trained in

➢ Mandatory regular control of
equipment (by external agencies)

➢ Building manager and staff

➢ Appropriate coordination room
outside the building Elevator
reserved for FF (classic ladder trucks
aren’t usable)

➢ Fire Services

➢ Electronic device (3D software)

➢ Public services (medical,

➢ Software (device) to share
coordination informations :
localization, team position and
action

procedure and evacuation

municipality services)

➢ Communication equipment
throughout the building
➢ SCBA bottle flow/stock
➢
➢ Develop special search and rescue
tools for this kind of intervention
(classic ladder trucks aren’t usable)
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COMMON CONSTRAINTS & BEST PRACTICES (part.1)

➢

➢

➢

Organize the response between
them, for the main following topics:
•
Avoid the fire or mitigate it if
as it starts
•
Evacuate the people,
•
Extinguish or control the fire,
•
Keep the building “alive”
(stability)
Distribute (and control) the
responsibilities between the
different persons in charge of all or
a part of the fire safety:
➢ People working or living in
the building,
➢ Building manager and staff
(safety private team if it’s
exist),
➢ Fire fighters
Share a common vision of the risks
and how to treat them:
➢ Standardize the philosophy
of risk management,
➢ Standardize the laws.

➢ Improve the coordination (and
control) between the different
stakeholders.
➢ Improve the coordination
(command and control) of
intervention teams (private or
public services).
➢ Every building has different
prevention equipment, elevators,
etc. and this means that

firefighters have to know them
and develop the necessary
procedures. The procedures have
to be as simple as it possible and
they have to be flexible in order to
allow the freedom and the
adaptability of firefighter’s
manoeuvres and tactics.
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➢ Exercises in a specific high-rise
building presents difficulties,
since the owners and the
inhabitants are not very often
interested in it. On the other
hand, the training should be
done with the real equipment,
which the firefighters will use in
case of incident.

➢ Experts were also worried
about the procedures and
guidelines; if were too much
detailed that it causes the
firefighters to be unable to get
their goals, when the scenery
changed.

COMMON CONSTRAINTS & BEST PRACTICES (part.2)

➢ Also about drills and exercises, it’s important to avoid
the “shows”, where all is written and the firefighters
actions don’t flow freely. This may happen in highlevel exercises, when politicians are involved.
➢ Exercises and simulations have to be done in
different levels: boots, command, all agencies
together, as well as the owners. These will permit to
check if the procedures give the suitable answer to
the incident and to detect where it doesn’t fit and
how to change it.
➢ The main constraint, which the experts detected, was
the difficulty to carry out exercises in the high-rise
building. It would be a good policy if by law, the
owners had to organize and pay the exercises. These
exercises must be done by the inhabitants as well as
all the possible agencies
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KEY WORDS
➢ Drill
➢ Exercises
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